
OCT 10-17-18
BOD Attendance: Kelsey, Joe, Matt, Danica
Guest: Anne Marie
GMs: Anthony and Krista
Location: Co-op deck

Parking Lot (aka address later, but keep on the radar)
Reach out to vendors about packing shipments more eco-friendly, start email convo about 
how to do this. Check with Linda Booker.

Action Item summary:
TODO GMs: Announcement about End of Year numbers.
TODO everyone: Submit any content to the GMs that you think would be good to put out 
there. New marketing manager, Jane, is getting settled and really strong in event planning 
and outreach. janeh@tidalcreek.coop
TODO ALI: Update website about voting.

Owner comment: Nice to continue to hear the folks that were grateful for our availability soon
after the hurricane.

Minutes approved: September

FLO insurance update: Claim for loss of product and loss of business, quite a process but 
it’s moving along.

GM REPORT
-Still on track to do the expansion readiness review, looking to expand our prepared foods 
and whole kitchen operation.

SALES
Having lost at least 9 regular days of sales due to the hurricane, September sales were 
signifcantly lower than the previous year. 

CUSTOMER COUNT
For the same reason, customer count was also signifcantly lower than last year.

CASH 
As noted in the Cash On Hand Graph, our total cash has been signifcantly impacted from 
the hurricane. While we lost approximately $60,000 of inventory, the outlay to replace the 
inventory and restock the store necessitated this spending.

HIGHLIGHTS  /  SHORT  -  TERM     PLAN
As we await the fnal insurance reimbursement, we still do not know the exact fnancial total 
Florence had on our fnances. We do know that while the loss of sales and inventory was 
devastating, we also did not “spend” as much on purchasing, labor, and other expenditures 
in September, so the losses on the books look less daunting than they were in reality. We will



see a huge impact on our inventory and it translation to our bottom line in the weeks to 
come, among other less obvious impacts on our fnancial statements. 

After much debate as to whether or not to carry on, October 6th was our 1st Tidal Creek 
Reunion and Farmer’s Market. Although turnout was less than expected due to a glitch in our
radio advertising, we have received tremendous positive feedback from the day, and 
consider it a success, as do our farmers. In compensation for the issues with our ad, the 
Penguin has given us 2 months of advertising on their sister station Dude, so we will be 
reaching an entirely diferent demographic. 

TODO GMs: Announcement about End of Year numbers.
TODO everyone: Submit any content to the GMs that you think would be good to put out 
there. New marketing manager, Jane, is getting settled and really strong in event planning 
and outreach.

Election Committee: Ali, Danica, Ashley. Got it all set up in store. Alert cashiers to encourage
owners to vote. TODO ALI: Update website about voting.

CBLD: Discussion on the hours remaining.

Upcoming Events!
-Kathryn Waple doing a Nature Connect Program
-Another community dinner in the works!
-NCG lessen your footprint program, MARKETING COMMITTEE, check out their co+efcient
template.

NEXT MEETING MOVED to Tuesday Nov 13th


